
AMI Art II 

Image examples may be found on Google Classroom as usual.  

 

Day 5 

Students will pick glass objects such as bottles, glassware, bowls or candleholders for the subject matter 

of your still life. Place them on some surface that you would also like to incorporate within your design 

(wooden table,table cloth, flooring). Arrange the glass as you like in such a way that you wish to draw it. 

Second, place a flashlight or lamp on one side of the still life as a lighting source for the still life. You will 

also fill some of the glass containers with water. Place a straw inside as well. This will create value and 

distortion that occurs when objects are placed in water. Draw the contours (outside lines) of the still life 

in front of you. You should be in 45 minutes. Either set this up in an area that can be used for days, or 

take a photo of the still life to use for the following days.  

Art II – You must have 5 objects within your still life.  

Day 6 

Begin shading with pencil. One object within the still life will be solid white and left alone such as we did 

in the chair drawing last fall. Shade all other objects but leave one alone with just the outside contour 

lines. Look carefully at the various values within the glass. There should be a wide range of values. You 

will see some background values coming through the transparent glass from the background and 

reflections on the surface of the glass that are bouncing off the object. You may use colored pencil or 

just a number 2 pencil for shading. Be sure that you leave the highlights completely white.  

Day 7 

Continue shading today. Begin creating texture and value changes in your ground (table, flooring, table 

cloth). 

Day 8 

Behind the object(s) create a background that will be a juxtaposition. Examples for a juxtaposition 

background could be an underwater scene, a construction site or dinosaur habitat. The background 

could be color with the still life being black and white or the opposite. Also, this could be all colored in or 

all black and white. Show depth within your background. 

Day 9 

Continue creating a complex background until complete. 

 


